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This is (of course) the last Sunday of the month—and as such—it is a “dealer’s choice” SUNDAY. 

In other words, this is the SUNDAY where I have the liberty to tackle subjects (and address issues) that are outside 
the range of OUR current studies YET (possibly) very pressing as it relates to this congregation –or—the Christian 
world in general. 

Since (however) what we HAVE BEEN discussing the past couple of weeks as part of our study in GALATIANS is one 
such SUBJECT (and due to the fact that I have additional material that I need to cover in relation to it) the SUBJECT 
we are going to CONTINUE discussing (as part of today’s STUDY time) is the subject of LOGIC and the BIBLE. 

And so with that in mind—let’s ask the Lord’s BLESSING on our time ~ shall we? 

PRAY 

“What a fool believes” –that was the title of the hit song by the Doobie Brothers in the late 70’s. 

Some of you (who are here) are old enough to know what I am talking about! 

My parents had it (as a 12” single) and I remember listening to it all the time… 

 I guess there was just something about the rhythm (or melody) that drew me in… 

As a result, I now have that song on my iphone---and I was listening to it just this week… 

WHAT (however) draws me to it NOW (and why I am sharing all of this with you right now) – is NOT the rhythm (or 
melody) but the WORDS (or lyrics)—most especially the CHORUS: 

“What a fool believes---he sees…” 

(And…) “NO wise man has the power to reason away” 

Those words (Beloved) are a powerful DESCRIPTION of the “GOOFY grid-lock STATE” of Christianity in this 
country… 

AND why there is absolutely NO consensus ON what the BIBLE teaches… 

IT is NOT because the BIBLE makes NO sense… 

BUT because those claiming to embrace it (as truth) are attempting to UNDERSTAND it without REASON…(without 
IOW applying the laws which are the very expression of GOD in creation and through His word---the LAWS of 
LOGIC)… 

  They (are) instead FOOLS (who because they either refuse or have no ability to apply such reasoning to the 
Scriptures) CHOOSE to believe what they WANT (about GOD and what His word says)---AND (as a result) –THAT is 
what they SEE… 



AGAIN… “What a fool believes…he sees” (It is IOW what he thinks he finds as twists and rips the Scriptures out of 
their original context and creates massive contradiction between one doctrine and another)… 

AND…it doesn’t matter WHAT the wise man (the man of “reason” or logical thinking tells him…)—because as 
Proverbs 27:22 says, though you crush him in a mortar with a pestle along with crushed grain, (IOW: though you 
absolutely destroy his thinking—demonstrating its illogical, irrational and completely contradictory nature…though 
you show him that in no way shape or form can be what the BIBLE is teaching through good logical reasoning)---yet 
his folly will not depart from him.  
 
Which ANSWER two questions for US: 
 
One…why so many people can adamantly CLAIM the Scriptures to be teaching different things (b/c what the fool 
wants to believe—is what that fool will “see” in the text)… 

And secondly…what MUST BE DONE if we are to ESCAPE---THIS ESCAPE from REASON---and truly understand what 
the BIBLE is teaching (or more importantly what the GOSPEL is teaching)—which is where this discussion began (a 
couple of weeks ago)… 

In the first six verses of GALATIANS chapter three, Paul attempts to convince his readers that the GOSPEL he is 
presenting (in contrast to the gospel being presented by Peter and the circumcision party) is the RIGHT ONE… 

And the WAY he attempts to DO SO (in those verses) is through the USE of LOGIC (or the law of rational 
inference)… 

Which means (then) to USE a little bit of LOGIC (right now)—that GTGR requires logical thinking… 

And last week we finished our discussion of the FIRST POINT in relation to THAT a point which demonstrated not 
only that our GOD is a logical GOD (and that everything He has created and communicated to us—is therefore also 
logical—including what we find in His Word)—BUT also the VERY LAWS which make up such thinking (laws 
established not by man—but God Himself)… 

And the reason WE started there WAS (among other things) so that I could provided you with the NECESSARY tools 
TO DO the very thing WE MUST DO in attempting to understand GOD’S WORD (the very things we must do to 
AVOID being the kinds of people which inspired that Doobie Brothers’ song!). 

Which brings ME to what I want to specifically discuss (under this subject of logic) this morning… 

AND it is NOT the revisiting of those laws (or the adding of new laws)—BUT rather an exhortation to YOU to be a 
people committed to learning and applying such laws and logical thinking in your own lives (and most especially 
with God’s Word)… 

And to do it WITHOUT the irrational (and illogical) feelings of discouragement that sometimes accompany such a 
task… 

IOW: TO NOT feel as though it is something YOU CANNOT learn…BECAUSE you can! (which leads me then to our 
fist point this morning—and our second in the series)… 

 

 
 

 



10.2. We as Christians have the ability to be logical (versus idolatrous) in our thinking since we are 

made in the image/likeness of God. 

10.2.1. This is at the heart of what it means to be made in the “image” or “likeness of God”): Like God 

we are beings with the capacity for “reason” (or logical thinking).  This is not true for the animals (Jud 

10). 

10.2.2. This is (also) what separates us from the animal kingdom as worshippers of God: our logical 

minds (or capacity for logical/right thinking in re: to God).  The mind is the organ of worship (iow: how 

we worship God is with our minds—which then flows into our actions – Jam 1:14-15—it starts with our 

minds.  This is why we commanded to love God with “all of our minds” – Mat 22; why we are given a 

book filled with content to be processed through thinking (versus an instrumental song or movie which 

moves the feelings; this is why also the battle is always for our mind!)  

10.2.3. What makes us illogical: sin and rebellion (1Co 2:14 – “natural” unwilling to “accept” God’s 
thoughts as truth – 11-13; Mat 16:14: IOW it is deliberate (moral v. intellectual); there is however an 
intellectual consequence associated with such rebellion Eph 4:18; 2Th 2:9-12; 2Pe 3:15-16; Rom 1:21 – 
Notice the cause and effect relationship in all these verses: rebellion makes for people stupid and 
illogical).  

10.2.4. Illogical views of God are therefore idolatry/sin –(1Co 15:34). 

10.2.3.5. In addition, sin is (therefore) always a violation of at least one of the 4 LAWS of LOGIC 

(discussed earlier): Satan’s treasonous words in the garden are a violation of all 4 LAWS of logic: (see 

Gen 3:1-5: #1 w/v1; #2 w/v4; #3-4 w/v5 –he essentially excuses God of both the fallacy of the excluded 

middle (iow: there is another option—“you will become God”)—which also then challenges the God’s 

conclusion (iow: even implying that it is a non-sequitor—“it does not follow that you will die—if you eat 

of a tree”---which is true yet deceiving—what would kill them was not the true but God and their 

disobedience to Him!).   

10.2.5. Though sin has depraved and diminished our ability as image bearers to be logical, as Christians 

we have help to overcome what sin has diminished (1Co 2:14-16) = IOW: we have the resource of the 

“mind of Christ” (his logical instruction through His Word the Scriptures---this is what Paul means by 

“spiritually discerned”—we accept his logical instruction in the Scriptures as clear and non-negotiable 

truth—as that which helps us understand God --Joh 1:14; and to discern what is right and wrong in this 

world”). 

10.2.6. The anti-intellectual/illogical (“escape from reason”) climate of so-called Christianity today 

demonstrates just how far many are from having the “mind of Christ” (logical thinking w/the Scriptures): 

“One highly visible feature of much contemporary religious thought is a pervasive spirit of misology, a hatred of 

logic…[This] Christian anti-intellectualism may be manifested in a variety of ways: in a contempt for creeds, in a 

search for god through the emotions, in a dependence upon some kind of mystical experience.  [The pagan 

philosopher who rejected all forms of rationality or the existence of objective truth) David Hume would be 



comfortable in many contemporary churches for he would not hear the truth of God proclaimed and [logically] 

defended.  He would [instead] hear stories and testimonies that appeal to the emotions” – Dr. Ronald Nash, The 

Word of God and the Mind of Man 

10.2.7. Practical example of “misology”: hatred of logic = knowingly taking Scripture/words out of 

context…Ultimately a hatred of logic is a hatred of God and His Word since this is what characterizes 

both. 

 10.2.8. Oftentimes the rebellious/sinful mindset of Christian thought today (which causes them to 

constantly vacillate on truth—and compromise through words of ambiguity) disguises itself as the false 

virtue of piety by stating that God and His logic is just too transcendent (think “glorious”) for us to 

understand with any certainty and therefore demands a “humble and generous approach to orthodoxy” 

(i.e. who is accepted as a genuine Christian): 

10.2.9. In response to such actions Dr. Carl F. Henry states, “The insistence on a logical gulf between human 

conceptions and God as the object of religious knowledge is erosive of knowledge and cannot escape a reduction to 

skepticism (uncertainty—which is where everybody is today in re: to Scripture!). Concepts that by definition are 

inadequate to the truth of God cannot be made to compensate for (the) logical deficiency (of those proposing such 

concepts). Nor will it do to [appeal to] either God’s impotence of to his grace…[or] for a restructuring of logic in the 

interest of the knowledge of God (which is also what we see taking place today!!).  Whoever calls for a higher logic 

must preserve the existing laws of logic to escape pleading the cause of illogical nonsense (IOW: To call for—or 

claim-- such things requires the use of logic---the very thing they are attempting to deny—yet NEED if their 

arguments for something else are to make any sense!  Which means it is an exercise in hypocrisy and stupidity!)”  

10.2.10. Dr. Ronald Nash (responding to the same nonsensical ideas about God) writes (and I quote), “ If a 

transcendent God really does have a logic all His own [meaning His logic is also transcendent or above us and our 

understanding—which is what guys like Bruce Prescott think Isa 55:8-9 is teaching], [then what also must be true is 

that] no criteria can exist to distinguish [for us] between Yahweh and Satan.” 

  If [for instance—Dr. Henry adds] the Law of Non-Contradiction is irrelevant in the sphere of transcendent ontology 

(i.e. the logic of God), then God and the not-God, the divine and the demonic cannot be assuredly 

differentiated…[the] disavowal of [God’s logic as man’s logic] does not characterize the biblical prophets and 

apostles, far less Jesus; rather, it reflects the dialectical epistemology to which unfortunately much of twentieth 

(and twenty-first) century religious theory is indebted. (IOW: Welcome to contemporary evangelical Christianity!)” 

10.2.11. In this regard the twentieth and twenty first stand in opposition to the rest of church history (which brings 

me to my next point)…   

 

 



 


